5 Years

(5-9 year members)

Isaac Abouala, P.E., F.SAME - MECK LP
Michael Albertson, P.E. - Albertson Engineering, Inc.
Larry Allen - Michael Baker Corporation
Mark Bell - Weston Solutions, Inc.
Ted Born - Burns & McDonnell
Stephen Burgess - Dean Kurtz Construction
Jay Carter - Blatte Environmental Assoc. Inc.
Douglas Carvel, P.E. - MECK LP
Lawrence Ceslik, P.E., F.SAME - HDR
Jess Commenderfer, AICP - The Louis Berger Group Inc.
Randy Correll, USPHS - National Park Service
John Craig, USA (Ret.), F.SAME - NDOR
Brian Crook - CCM
James Darnall - The Shaw Group Inc.
Jon Delay - Merrick & Company
Gladys Deere - HDR
Randy Dubiskas - Science Applications International Corp.
Patrick Engelbert, P.E. - HDR
Mary Erwin - HDR
Randy Fehl, P.E. - The Schammer Associates Inc.
Alan Fillip - MACTEC Engineering and Consulting Inc.
Paul Fischer - Burns & McDonnell
John Fleissner - Oneida Total Integrated Enterprises, LLC
William Foy - Foydon Filtration
Monty Fredrickson - NDOR
Michelle French - Science Applications International Corp.
Susan Fronde - Michael Baker Corporation
William Gauntt - MWH
Heidi Gorrill - Weston Solutions, Inc.
Richard Gorton, P.E. - HDR
Michael Gronsseth, P.E., P.G. - MWH
James Hagan, F.SAME - Michael Baker Corporation
Joseph Haines - DLR GROUP
Natasha Hartley - Woolpert, Inc.
Mike Healy - CAPE
Steven Hill, P.E. - HDR
Lori Hintz - Ray West, Inc.
Wayne Hudson, P.E. - PSBJ
Paul Iukha, US Army Ret - FIKK International
Mark Jacobsen, R.A. - USAF - SSC ES/CD
Kristi James - Parsons
Pete Jarchow, P.E. - HALT
Denny Jorgenson - URG Corporation
Chuck Joyce - Aquaterra Environmental Solutions, Inc.
Randy Keenan, P.E. - SEN
Erik Kraus - Burns & McDonnell
Keith Kroeker - Adesta LLC
Gene Kuppenbender - Bay West, Inc.
Benjamin Kurtz - Kelly Klosure Systems
Bradley Kurtz - Dean Kurtz Construction
Edwin Lindgren - Burns & McDonnell
Mark Los - Kleinfelder
Maria Luckey - U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Nicole Martin - Blatte Environmental Assoc. Inc.
Steve McCarter - Dynacorp Inc.
Patrick McElhenny - The Shaw Group Inc.
Shelly McGrath - SEN
Jeff McPeak, L.E. - Olsson Associates
Michael Meuleners, P.E., F.SAME - ECC
Clayton Miller - Lee A Daily
Ross Miller - Parsons
Donald Moses, P.E. - U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Thang Nguyen, USAF - USTRAFCOM
Terr Ny, P.E. - Oneida Total Integrated Enterprises, LLC
Karen O’Connor - Olsson Associates
Robert Overfelt - HydroGeoLogic Inc.
Wayne Overman, P.E. - PSBJ
Charles Pauley - Woolpert, Inc.
Robertta Perry-Schlicher, P.E. - MWH
John Polio, P.E. - Pool Fire Protection, Inc.
Keith Potts - PEMC, Co., LLC
James Price - Contri Federal Services Inc.
Daryoush Razavian, P.E. - Olsson Associates
Galen Rajda - U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Bruce Reynolds - Tidewater, Inc.
Pat Roblewsky - Adesta LLC
Matt Schrader - Woolpert, Inc.
John Sevier - JTF-8
Mike Siedschlag, P.E. - HDR
Marci Snyder - Woolpert, Inc.
Robert Sommerfeld - Adesta LLC
Harold Sprague, P.E. - Black & Veatch Special Projects Corp.
Kandi Sch - HDR
Andrew Stamp - Kelly Klosure Systems
Rod Staponski - ALCON
Niki Stroemsn - HDR
William Stutz, USAF, Ret. - &A Environmental Consultants
Terry Thonen - US Army Corp.
Cindy Veys - NDOR
Bryan Vulcan, P.E., USA (Ret.), F.SAME - FourFront Design, Inc.
Marty Wangensteen - Roy West, Inc.
Erhardt Werth - ARCADIS
Richard Yin, P.E., CSP - Tidewater, Inc.
Thomas Zeller, P.E. - REPEC

Fellows

LT John Craig USA (Ret.), F.SAME - NDOR
Mr. Ricky Cunningham R.A., F.SAME - Eye Popping Promotions, LLC
Mr. Richard Donovan P.E., F.SAME
Mr. Terry Flanagan P.E., F.SAME - HALT
Mr. James Hagan, F.SAME - Michael Baker Corporation
Mr. Matthew Harvey P.E., F.SAME - HDR Engineering Inc.
Mr. David Henney P.E., F.SAME
Mr. Dave Huelskamp F.SAME - Merrick & Company
Mr. Ronald Hughbanks F.SAME - HDR
Mr. W.L. Larry Jacobson P.E., F.SAME - The Schammer Associates Inc.
Ms. Catherine Knudson F.SAME - PLANTEC Environmental Consulting, LLC
Ms. Anita Larson F.SAME - Tetra Tech Inc.
Ms. Jeanne LeBrun F.SAME - LandDesign
Mr. Geoffrey McKenzie P.E., F.SAME - CDM
Mr. Michael Meuleners P.E., F.SAME - ECC
Mr. Daniel Miller P.E., F.SAME - Stanley Consultants Inc.
Mr. Scott Preschuck F.SAME - Tetra Tech Inc.
Mr. Ted Ringeisen F.SAME - DLR Group
Mr. Robert Roumph P.E., F.SAME
COL Kurt Ubbelohde R(ET), USA (Ret.), F.SAME - LEO A DALY
LTC Bryan Vulcan P.E., USA (Ret.), F.SAME - FourFront Design, Inc.
LTC John Whisler Jr., P.E., USA (Ret.), F.SAME - LEO A DALY
Mr. David Winter P.E., F.SAME - EMR, Inc.
Mr. Roger Wozny P.E., F.SAME - The Schammer Associates Inc.
LTC Neal Wright P.E., USA (Ret.), F.SAME - ACEM"
Congratulations to the following award nominees for your outstanding achievements. The Omaha Post is pleased to recognize you at the Post level and for those that qualify to move on to the National level, the Post will assist you with finalizing your submissions. Individual recipients of the National level will be announced at the SAME JETC Conference in May. Congratulate to everyone and Good Luck at National!

Public Sector Partnering Award

This is a Post level award that is given to an individual who in the public sector and who has made significant contributions to both his/her job and to the Omaha Post over the past year.

Award Recipient: John Remus - USACE

Walter O. Bausch Gold Medal

The SAME Gold Medal was first awarded in 1920. The medal is given to an SAME Member who demonstrates outstanding leadership skills in support of the SAME mission.

In the spring of 2005, the Board of Direction changed the name of the Society's Gold Medal in honor of Brig. Gen. Walter O. Bausch, P.E., F.SAME, USA (Ret.), who served as SAME Executive Director from 1976 to 1991, and who was a two-year recipient of the SAME Gold Medal.

Eligibility: A SAME Member for at least ten (10) years.

Criteria: Outstanding leadership and accomplishments in support of the Society mission over entire period of membership in the Society.

Post Nominee: Jeanne LeBrone, F.SAME - LandDesign

Goethals Medal

The SAME Goethals Medal is awarded to an SAME member for distinguished service to the field of engineering, design, or construction. The medal was named in honor of Col. George W. Goethals, USA, and was first awarded in 1956.

Eligibility: Registered engineer who was a member of SAME prior to nomination.

Criteria: Eminent and notable contributions in engineering, design, or construction in the past five years.

Post Nominees: Todd Mack, P.E., DLB; Joe Shields, P.E. - HDR; John Whisler, P.E., F.SAME - LEO A DALY

Urbahn Medal

This SAME Goethals Medal is named in honor of Max O. Urbahn, American Institute of Architects. The medal is awarded to an SAME member for distinguished service to the field of engineering, design, or construction.

Post Nominee: Calvin Himz, AIA, NCARB - CLH Architects

Tudor Medal

The SAME Tudor Medal is named in honor of Ralph A. Tudor, SAME. It was first awarded in 1966. In 2003, the SAME Engineering and Mentoring Fund pledged a stipend to the recipient of the Tudor Medal to defray up to $1,000 of the cost of the recipient attending the National Conference to receive the award.

Eligibility: A Civilian member of SAME who has not passed his/her 36th birthday in the year which nominated and who was a member of SAME prior to nomination.

Criteria: Outstanding contributions to engineering, design, construction, research & development, or planning for the past three years; demonstrated leadership in managing projects or organizations; receipt of awards or other recognition for professionalism, leadership and/or community service.

Post Nominees: Jimmy Harding, P.E. - National Park Service; Andrew Ohlman - Adesta

JW Morris Award

The J.W. Morris Sustaining Member Award is named in honor of Lt. Gen. John W. Morris, USA (Ret.). The Award was first presented to an SAME Sustaining Member company in 1981.

Eligibility: In order to be eligible for the award, an SAME Sustaining Member company in the private sector must be a Sustaining Member at least two or more SAME Posts in each of the previous five years.

Criteria: The company appoints individuals to sustaining member representative positions for each Post affiliation; Company representatives take on leadership positions at the Post, Region and National level, including Board of Directors; Company participates in conference planning committees; Company supports Young Member participation in Society activities and mentoring programs; Company supports K-12 College Outreach and community service activities; The number of Posts supporting the nomination with validation of the company’s participation during the past year (in the form of attached letters of support); The number of company activities in SAME publications (The Military Engineer) and the print version of the Directory of Member Companies & Organizations. The company exhibited and sponsored activities/events at SAME National and Regional Conferences.

Post Nominees: HDR - Tetra Tech

Young Member Medal

Established in 2004, the SAME Young Member Medal was first presented at the 2005 Joint Engineer Education and Training Conference & Expo in Louisville, Ky.

Eligibility: Any member of The Society who has been a member for the past five years and has not passed his/her 36th birthday in the year for which nominated.

Criteria: Outstanding leadership and accomplishments in support of the Society mission over entire period of membership in the Society.

Post Nominee: Christie Murray - US Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District

Our Members

Congratulations to the following members who have reached their 25-, 15-, 10- or 5-year membership anniversaries! SAME Membership pins reflect these anniversaries are available at this time. Thank you for your continued support of SAME and the Omaha Post!

15 Years (15-24 year members)

Robert Banks, P.E.
Kris Chapman, P.E.
Margaret Cieslak, P.E.
Ed Condrell, P.E. - Protection Engineering Consultants
John Cool, P.E., USA (Ret.).
Ricky Cunningham, R.A., F.SAME - Eye Popping Promotions, LLC
Gary Eddle, P.E., CEI - USACE/USATRTACOM/JC3
Kirk Engelbart, P.E. - US Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Christopher Findall - Weston Solutions, Inc.
William Gaube, P.E.
Ronald Geary, P.E.
Christine N-L. Hale
Kelly Harshbarger, P.E., USAF - USACE FAME - HDR
Dennis Hirschbrunner, P.E. - HDR
Diana Hoffman - Kelley Klosser Systems
Ronald Hughbanks, F.SAME - HDR
Dennis Hughes, P.E., USAF (Ret.)
Claire Jenkins, P.E. - Jacobsen Satchell Consultants, Inc.
Melissa Johnson
Quay Jones, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Catherine Knudson, F.SAME - PLANTEC Environmental Consulting, LLC
Gary Kripa, P.E., USA - Department of Veterans Affairs (also ANG)
Daniel Kormel, R.A.

10 Years (10-14 year members)

David Angelima - AMI Environmental
Frank Bader - CARE
Douglas Brown, P.E. - Woodport, Inc.
Connie Cook - EMR, Inc.
Rick Cook - EMR, Inc.
Steven Coss - USACE
David Eagleton, P.E. - Tetra Tech Inc.
Kenneth Goldstein - Malcolm Pirnie Inc.
Kevin Grode, P.E., USA - U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Jeanne LeBrone, F.SAME - LandDesign
James Lyman, P.E., USA
Jeffery Mahan - Pleas Scientific Corp.
Gary Marquis - WoldEngineeringInc
Geoffrey McKenzie, P.E., F.SAME - CDM
Robert Michaelis, P.E. - U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Larry Owens - AMI Environmental
Stevin Paznokas - AMI

55 Civil Engineering Squadron

Charles Johnson, P.E.
Kenneth Johnstoon - US Army Corps of Engineers
Paul Johnston - US Army CE Northwestern Div
James Keyser, P.E.
Dale Klinefelter, Jr., P.E.
Douglas Larsen, P.E.
Eugene Lina, P.E.
Michael McPeekin, P.E. - Lamp, Rynearson & Assoc., Inc.
S. Edward Macleod, P.E.
Randal Petersen, P.E.
Tod Ringenberg, F.SAME - DLR Group
James Rosabal, P.E. - DLR Group, Rudal & Assoc.
Alan Ruff, P.E. - Corps of Engineers
Frank Tierney
William Todesen, P.E.
Roger Woynzy, P.E., F.SAME - The Schemmer Associates Inc.

10 Years (10-14 year members)

Curt Betts, P.E. - US Army Corps of Engineers
Jay Brady, P.E. - Stanley Consultants Inc.
Jimmy Brasch, P.E., USA - U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Leo Davis, P.E., III - Leo A. Daly Associates
Richard Donovan, P.E., F.SAME
Benjamin Ferrarini - PBSJ
Terry Flanagan, P.E., F.SAME - HYTRB
Paul Goehrig, P.E., F.SAME
Randy Graham - PB&J
John Gregory, Jr., P.E.
David Honeyey, P.E., F.SAME
Dave Hueskamp, F.SAME - Merrick & Company
John Husbands, P.E., USA - DDG
W.L. Jacobsen, F.SAME - The Schemmer Associates Inc.
J. Neil Jednoralski, P.E., NSPE, F.ASCE
Wayne Jensen, P.E., COL, USA (Ret.) - University of Nebraska-Lincoln

40 Years

John Lalandreau
Evelin Larsson - HDR
Daniel Miller, P.E., F.SAME - Stanley Consultants Inc.
Gary Norenberg - US Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Colone Olson, P.E. - HDR
John Remus, II, P.E., USA - U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Thomas Marks, P.E., USA - DLR Group, Rudal & Assoc.
Mary Roth, P.E. - US Army Corps of Engineers, NorthWestern Division
Robert Rounagh, P.E., F.SAME
Philip Schreier - Evans Engineering Inc.
Rodney Schwarts, P.E., USA
James Scott, P.E., USA
Sina Seyedian, P.E. - The Shaw Group Inc.
Johnette Shockley - US Army Corps of Engineers
Roy Singleton, P.E., SAME - Student Mentoring Program
Daniel Sommer, P.E. - US Army Corps of Engineers
Clifford Thompson
Kurt Ubbelholde, EIT, USA (Ret.), SAME - LEOD A DALY
Jeff Ulrich, P.E., F.SAME - USACE
John Whisler, Jr., P.E., USA (Ret.), F.SAME - LEOD A DALY
Jeffrey Williams
Stansley Wloskksi - ECC
Raymond Wood, P.E., US Civil Engineering Squadron

15 Years (15-24 year members)

Jim Pollard, P.E., - Show Environmental & Infrastructure, Inc.
Jim Pollard, P.E. - The Shaw Group Inc.
David Press, USA
Bryan Quaint - Booz Allen Hamilton, Inc.
Vijay Raghuram, P.E., USA (Ret.)
Vernon Reid, P.E. - Science Applications International Corp.
Rich Robinson - KHDM
Robert Ruch, USA
John Rupes - Integrity Electric Service
Melissa Scaturo - AMI Environmental
Margaret Steen - Booz Allen Hamilton, Inc.
John Stanko, P.E.
Dan Taylor - AMI Environmental
Phil Watts - AECOM
Steven Weidenhamer, P.E. - Thele Geotech Inc.
Christopher Wies, P.E. - US Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District
Russell Wietop
Donald Wirth - Klewit Federal Group